The following Spring Keith began the slow and methodical disassembly of the Engine, assessing what work
needed to be done as he went, while documenting,
tagging and taking photos of most everything as he
progressed. He began refurbishing and restoring parts
of the engines, drive-line, gears, trucks, water tank and
boiler and repairing and refinishing some of the wood
pieces and brackets.

A-313 went by water from Nome to Anchorage in 1979.

In the late 70’s, a young Attorney/Para-Legal by the
name of Keith Christenson had moved from his home
in Illinois to Alaska to take a job working on oil and
gas line leases and right-of-ways and somehow had
found his way to Nome.
Keith’s Grandfather had been a RR Engineer in Illinois and his father had been a mechanical engineer
working with the railroads as well. So Keith inherited
his love of railroading & was already a rooted Railfan.
When he spotted Charlie Reader’s Climax he knew
exactly what he was looking at and set about negotiating for the purchase of the little vintage Locomotive.
Once purchased, he still had to get it to Anchorage, his
home. In late 1979 it was loaded on a barge and towed
to Bethel, Alaska and was loaded onto a container ship
for the trip south. The ship had a scheduled monthly
route that took it from Bethel to Dillingham, through
the Aleutian Island Chain and all the way to Seattle
before returning to Anchorage. The cost of that trip
alone was over $7,000 at the time.
Climax A-313 arrived in
Anchorage in Nov. of 1979
and Keith then trucked it
to his home where he had
prepared two lengths of
railroad track for it, then
covered A-313 up again.

			This was a one-man love
			
affair with A-313, the last of
the four Climax A’s of the Wild Goose RR… not only
that, but the only nearly complete and original Climax
“A” surviving… anywhere in the world. Keith saved most
of the wooden cab pieces and frame to use as templates
for new replacements, much needed after 117 years, the
first 57 years being exposed full-time to the elements
in the Tundra of the Seward Penninsula. Keith had
an obsession with everything RR related. Keith never
got to the point of beginning to reassemble his work of
nearly 35 years before his death from cancer in August
of 2014.

Class “A”

Geared Steam Locomotive

Shop No. 313

Gold was discovered in Nome, Alaska in 1898. By 1901
the population had exploded from a few hundred to
over 20,000. The beach area of Nome and extending
for miles west, where gold was first found by “3 lucky
Swedes”, was filled with claims, tents & activity. Newly
arrived miners began pushing inland to strike claims in
search of their fortunes.
The terrain was unbstable Tundra on top of Permafrost,
which doesn’t make for good road building. Men,
materials, and equipment needed a way to get back to
the mining areas and to bring the gold ore out.

In 2020, Corry RAILS is bringing Keith’s
project of half-a-lifetime, and Charlie’s pride
and joy, home to Corry, Pa., Home of Every
Climax, where she was born in March of 1902,
to complete their dreams of restoring and returning her back to fully operational Steam.
Please join us in our efforts to restore this
Historical Locomotive. Donations of Funds,
In-Kind, Talent, Skills & Support are all very
much needed & appreciated.

...being trucked to Eagle River.

The first 2 rescuers
of Climax A-313,
Charlie Reader,
1927-2016, and
Keith Christenson,
1942-2014.
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A successful miner & entrepreneur from San Francisco
by the name of Charles D. Lane came up with a plan to
build a light-weight railroad line from the beach about
six miles to the outer mining regions around Anvil.
Unloading of ships was by means of a high-line cable
system and lightering to small barges.

In 1900 Lane’s Company, Wild Goose Mining & Trading
Co., purchased the first of four Climax “A” Locomotives
which were known for their agility, easy in-field maintenance, simple construction and being able to work on
rail lines in less than desirable conditions. Lane probably purchased this 1st engine from stock at the Climax
West Coast Office in Seattle, since she was not outfitted for extreme weather conditions when she arrived in
Nome. Climax A-212 arrived in mid-1900 along with
eight Climax lightweight flat cars. all built in Corry.

A-313 was shipped to Seattle the 4th week of April with
A-315 following one-week later. We do not know at this
time if they were both shipped on the same vessel out of
Seattle for Nome or not.

Not long after arriving they realized the cab needed
enclosing for the upcoming winter conditions. When
Lane ordered the next two locomotives in 1901 they were
ordered from the factory in Corry, PA already enclosed,
with removable upper panels for ventilation during the
summer months and a forward extended cab for heat in
the winter. This was the beginning of the Wild Goose
RailRoad (W.G.R.R.).

Railroad with ferry service connecting it to the
Trans-Siberian Railroad in Russia.
The sister Climaxes to A-313, including 212, 315 and
399 were used around Nome for years for various enterprises and eventually were scrapped. It is thought
A-399 was stripped of its cab, boiler & steam engines,
outfitted with a diesel engine & used as a yard-engine
for awhile, then shipped to the Anchorage area.
The Army brought in some rail equipment during
WWII for National Defense purposes. After WWII the
tracks, were taken over by the State of Alaska, & were
used by locals for various purposes. Later they were
turned over to the local Roads Depts. & most of the
track was torn up becoming the base for vehicle roads.

The 1st week of work at Council she placed her own tracks.

The little Locomotive A-313 arrived in Nome at the end
of June, 1902 and by July 16th she had been moved to
Council and set on the track July 20th (there was no
connecting Railroad line). Tracks were already being
laid 7 miles to the Gold Claims around Ophir Gulch,
near the junction of Ophir Creek and Snowball Creek.

July, 1902, Climax 313 was placed on the tracks at Council.

By 1900 miners were also registering gold claims in the
area of Council, some 70 miles north-east of Nome.
Lane and the WGRR had a plan for another portion of
their Railroad (not connected to Nome) to extend from
Council inland about 7 miles to a mining area known
as Ophir Gulch.
In late 1901 Lane ordered 2 more Climax “A’s”, one for
at Council and another for Nome. Those were
Climax Shop Numbers 313 & 315, which were consecutive orders, since at this time Climax was issuing only
“odd numbers”, skipping the even numbers. As noted
above, Climax A-313 was ordered as a 15 ton, 36” narrow-gauge engine, with enclosed and forward-extended
cab and with a “Tee-boiler”.
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Between 1910 and 1912 the Nome Gold Rush was over,
the easy digging was done, and most of the miners had
either gone broke, gone home or gone elsewhere to
other areas following the gold. In the years between
1902 and 1910 the WGRR, purchased a 4th Climax, ran
into labor disputes with Longshoremen, had financial
difficulties owing increased taxes following the Incorporation of Nome and dwindling usage of the Line. In
1903 the Nome operation was sold to a group renaming
it the Nome-Arctic RR, which added tracks into the city
of Nome and extending the rail-line. 1906 saw the line
being sold again to a group as the Seward Penninsula
RR which extended it to Shelton, 85 miles from Nome.

In 1969 Charlie Reader pulled A-313 70 miles into Nome.

In the late 40’s and early 50’s a local entrepreneur,
and jack-of-all-trades, the late Charlie Reader, had a
tourist line on the old rails of Nome named the “Curly
Q Railroad”. He took visitors on local sightseeing
tours along the old rail-bed. In 1969 Reader drove his
bulldozer & a Go-Devil skid to Ophir and hauled the
remains of Climax A-313 70 miles back to his shop to
add to his “Curly Q” roster. Once in Nome, he covered
it up to protect it and there it sat for nearly 10 years.

The WGRR in Council became the Golovin Bay RR
that ran for a few years. Once the gold streak at the
Ophir Creek area was depleted, A-313 was abandoned
in Ophir, near the rapidly dwindling town of Council.
Remnants of the town and a few residents were still
there during WWII and it is now mostly a ghost town.
In the years following there were other Railroad ventures in Nome including the plans for a Trans-Alaskan
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